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Using a data sample of 448.1 × 106 ψð3686Þ events collected at ffiffisp ¼ 3.686 GeV with the BESIII
detector at the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider II, we search for the rare decay J=ψ → ϕeþe− via
ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ . No signal events are observed and the upper limit on the branching fraction is set to
be BðJ=ψ → ϕeþe−Þ < 1.2 × 10−7 at the 90% confidence level, which is still about one order of
magnitude higher than the Standard Model prediction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.052010
I. INTRODUCTION
The BESIII experiment has accumulated 4.48 ×
108 ψð3686Þ events which is the largest ψð3686Þ data
sample produced directly in eþe− annihilation in the world
currently. By tagging the two soft pions in the decay of
ψð3686Þ→ πþπ−J=ψ , the final states from J=ψ decay can
be well distinguished. This provides an almost background-
free sample to investigate the rare J=ψ decay, which may be
sensitive to new physics. The rare decay J=ψ → ϕeþe− is
one particulary interesting example [1]. This decay channel
occursmainly through the three dynamic processes shown in
Figs. 1(a)–1(c). These include: (a) the leading-order electro-
magnetic (EM) process; (b) the EM and strong mixed loop
process; and (c) the EM process proceeding through three
virtual photons. In diagram (b), the nonperturbative strong
loop can be treated as proceeding through intermediate
mesons, as discussed in Ref. [1]. Within the framework of
the Standard Model (SM), the partial widths from the
leading EM and mixed loop processes are predicted to be
at a level of 10−6 and 10−9 keV, respectively, corresponding
to branching fractions at the order of 10−8 and 10−11 [1].
However, if there is a new particle involved in the inter-
mediate process, such as a dark photonwith amass of several
MeV=c2 or a glueball with certain quantum numbers, the
contribution from Fig. 1(b) may be enhanced to an observ-
able level. Thus, any deviations from the predictions [1]
would hint at the existence of new physics. Alternatively, if a
positive result were obtainedwith a branching fraction in the
expected range, this decay channel could be used to extract
information of some interesting mesons such as f0ð980Þ or
a0ð980Þ since their form factors are involved in the
predictions.
Although BESIII has also available the currently world’s
largest data sample of directly produced J=ψ , this is not
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used in the present analysis due to badly controlled back-
ground contamination from QED processes. In this work,
we report on search for the rare decay of J=ψ → ϕeþe−
via ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ .
II. BESIII AND BEPCII
The BESIII detector [2] at the BEPCII eþe− collider is a
major upgrade of the BESII experiment [3] at the Beijing
Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC) and is optimized to
study physics in the τ-charm energy region. The design
peak luminosity of BEPCII, 1.0 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 at a
center-of-mass energy of 3773 MeV, was achieved in
2016. The BESIII detector, with a geometrical acceptance
of 93% of the full solid angle, consists of the following five
main components. (1) A small-celled multilayer drift
chamber (MDC) with 43 layers is used for charged track
reconstruction and measurement of ionization energy loss
(dE=dx). The average single-wire resolution is 135 μm,
and the momentum resolution for 1.0 GeV=c charged
particles in a 1 T magnetic field is 0.5%. The specific
dE=dx resolution is 6% for electrons from Bhabha scatter-
ing. (2) A time-of-flight (TOF) system surrounds the MDC.
This system is composed of a two-layer barrel, each layer
consisting of 88 pieces of 5-cm-thick and 2.4-m-long
plastic scintillators, as well as two end caps each with
96 fan-shaped, 5-cm-thick, plastic scintillators. The time
resolution is 80 ps in the barrel and 110 ps in the end caps,
providing a K=π separation of more than 2σ for momenta
up to 1.0 GeV=c. (3) An electromagnetic calorimeter
(EMC) is used to measure photon energies and consists
of 6240 CsI(Tl) crystals in a cylindrically shaped barrel and
two end caps. For 1.0 GeV photons, the energy resolution is
2.5% in the barrel and 5% in the end caps, and the position
resolution is 6 mm in the barrel and 9 mm in the end caps.
(4) A superconducting solenoid magnet surrounding the
EMC provides a 1 T magnetic field. (5) The muon chamber
system is made of resistive plate chambers with nine layers
in the barrel and eight layers in the end caps and is
incorporated into the return iron yoke of the superconduct-
ing magnet. The global position resolution is about 2 cm.
Interactions within the BESIII detector are simulated by
the GEANT4-based [4] simulation software BOOST [5],
which includes: geometric and material descriptions of
the BESIII detector; detector response and digitization
models; and a record of detector running conditions and
performances. The production of the ψð3686Þ resonance is
simulated by the Monte Carlo (MC) generator KKMC [6],
which incorporates the effects of the energy spread of the
beam and initial-state radiation. Known decays are gen-
erated by EVTGEN [7] using the branching fractions quoted
by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [8], and the remaining
unknown decays are generated with the LUNDCHARM
model [9].
In this analysis, the process J=ψ → ϕeþe− is studied via
ψð3686Þ→ πþπ−J=ψ , and the ϕ meson is reconstructed
using its decay to KþK−. The transition ψð3686Þ →
πþπ−J=ψ is generated according to the results of an
amplitude analysis as described in Ref. [10]. The process
J=ψ → ϕeþe− is generated according to the amplitude
given in Ref. [1], in which the leading-order EM process is
expected to be the dominant contribution according to the
SM prediction. The spin correlation of J=ψ produced in the
previous decay is considered as in Ref. [11]. The decay
ϕ → KþK− is generated using a sin2 θK distribution, where
θK is the helicity angle of the kaon in the center-of-mass
system of the ϕ meson.
III. EVENT SELECTION
Charged tracks are reconstructed with MDC hits within
the range j cos θj < 0.93, where θ is the polar angle with
respect to the electron beam direction. They are required
to originate from the interaction region, defined as Rxy <
1 cm and Rz < 10 cm, where Rxy and Rz are the projec-
tions of the distances from the closest approach of the
tracks to the interaction point in the xy plane and in the z
direction, respectively.
Particle identification (PID) probabilities for candidate
charged tracks are calculated with the dE=dx and TOF
measurements under the hypothesis that the track origi-
nated from a pion, kaon, proton or electron. For kaon
candidates, we require that the probability for the kaon
hypothesis is larger than the corresponding probability for
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to the decay
J=ψ → ϕeþe−: (a) the leading-order EM process, (b) the EM
and strong mixed loop process, and (c) the EM process
proceeding through three virtual photons.
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the pion and proton hypotheses. For electron candidates,
the probability for electron hypothesis is required to be
larger than the probabilities for the pion and kaon hypoth-
eses. To avoid contamination from pions, electron candi-
dates must satisfy the additional requirement E=p > 0.8,
where E and p represent the energy deposited in the EMC
and the momentum of the electron, respectively.
For the two pions, no PID selection criterion is required.
All pairs of opposite charged tracks with momentum less
than 0.45 GeV=c are assumed to be pions, and their recoil
masses Mrecπþπ− are calculated with
Mrecπþπ− ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðpeþe− − pπþ − pπ−Þ2
q
; ð1Þ
where p denotes four momentum. TheMrecπþπ− is required to
be within the range ð3.05; 3.15Þ GeV=c2.
To improve the mass resolution and suppress back-
grounds, an energy-momentum constrained kinematic fit
(4C) to the initial beam four momentum is imposed on the
selected charged tracks. The resulting χ24C of the kinematic
fit is required to be less than 40. If more than one
combination is found in an event, the combination with
the least χ24C is retained for further analysis.
IV. ANALYSIS
The process J=ψ → ϕeþe− is studied by examining the
two-dimensional distribution of the Mrecπþπ− versus the in-
variant mass of the KþK− pair, MKþK− . Figure 2(a) shows
the distribution for the signal MC sample, where the signal
region (shown as a red solid box) is defined as jMKþK− −
Mϕj<0.010GeV=c2 and jMrecπþπ− −MJ=ψ j<0.007GeV=c2,
where Mϕ and MJ=ψ are the nominal masses of ϕ and J=ψ
mesons taken from PDG [8], respectively. The five boxes
with equal area around the signal region are selected as
sideband regions, which are categorized into three types.
The first type is used to estimate the background without a
J=ψ in the intermediate state; the second one is for the
estimation of the background without a ϕ in the
intermediate state. These first two are shown as the pink
dashed boxes and the green dashed double dotted box,
respectively. The third type is for the estimation of the
background that includes neither a J=ψ nor a ϕ in the
intermediate state and is shown as blue dashed dotted
boxes. Figure 2(b) shows the corresponding plot for the
ψð3686Þ data sample. No events are observed in the signal
region and two events are observed in the ϕ sideband. The
nonflat non-ϕ background, mainly due to the threshold
effect, is estimated by ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ with J=ψ →
ϕπþπ− and ϕ → KþK−. A scale factor f is defined as f ¼
Nsigbkg=N
side
bkg to take account for the estimation of this effect,
where Nsigbkg (N
side
bkg ) is the number of background events in
the ϕ signal (sideband) region. The scale factor is deter-
mined to be 0.8 for the background in the ϕ signal region to
that in the ϕ sideband region. Therefore, the scaled back-
ground estimated by the sideband data is 1.6 1.1 events.
The projections of Fig. 2(b) on Mrecπþπ− and MKþK− are
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.
The backgrounds from ψð3686Þ decays are also studied
with an inclusive MC sample of 506 million ψð3686Þ
events. No events survive in the signal region, and only one
event is found in the second type of sideband region. This
event is from ψð3686Þ→ πþπ−J=ψ , J=ψ → KþK−π0,
π0 → γeþe−, which will not form a peak in ϕ signal
region. In addition, the potential peaking backgrounds
from ψð3686Þ→πþπ−J=ψ with J=ψ → ϕη=π0 and η=π0 →
γeþe− are studied through exclusive MC events generated
with a size corresponding to more than 100 times of that of
data. The contribution from these channels is negligible.
Possible background sources from continuum processes
are estimated with 44 pb−1 of data collected at a center-of-
mass energy
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 3.65 GeV [12] and 2.93 pb−1 of data
collected at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 3.773 GeV [13], which are about one-
fifteenth and 4.5 times of the integrated luminosity of the
ψð3686Þ data, respectively. There are no events satisfying
the above selection criteria in both datasets; therefore, we
neglect the continuum background.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of Mrecπþπ− versus MKþK− from (a) signal
MC sample and (b) ψð3686Þ data. The signal region is defined as
the solid box, and the three types of sideband regions (described
in the text) are represented by the dashed, dashed double dotted,
and dashed dotted boxes.
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FIG. 3. Distributions of (a) Mrecπþπ− and (b) MKþK− . The solid
histograms represent the ψð3686Þ data and the dashed histograms
represent signal MC with arbitrary scale. The region between the
red arrows denotes the signal region, and the one(s) between the
blue arrows denotes the sideband region(s).
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V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainties originate mainly from the
number of ψð3686Þ events, the tracking efficiency, the PID
efficiency, the kinematic fit, the selection of the J=ψ and ϕ
signal regions, background estimation, MC statistics, and
the branching fractions of intermediate decays. These are
discussed in detail in the following and are summarized in
Table I.
The uncertainty from the total number of ψð3686Þ events
is estimated to be 0.7% [14].
The tracking efficiencies for π mesons have been
studied with the process ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ , J=ψ →
lþl−ðl ¼ e; μÞ. The difference in the efficiencies between
data and MC simulation is 1.0% per pion [15]. The tracking
efficiencies for K mesons as functions of transverse
momentum have been studied with the process J=ψ →
K0SK
π∓, K0S → πþπ−. The difference in the efficiencies
between data and MC simulation is 1.0% per kaon [15].
The tracking efficiencies for e are obtained with a control
sample of radiative Bhabha scattering eþe− → γeþe−
(including J=ψ → γeþe−) at the J=ψ resonance in
Ref. [16]. The difference in tracking efficiencies between
data and MC simulation is calculated bin by bin over the
distribution of transverse momentum versus the polar angle
of the lepton tracks. The uncertainty is determined to be
1.0% per electron or positron. The systematic uncertainties
arising from the different charged tracks are summed
linearly to be 6.0%.
High-purity control samples of eþe− → γeþe− and
J=ψ → KþK−π0 have been selected to study the electron
or positron and kaon PID uncertainty. The difference of
PID efficiency between data and MC simulation is calcu-
lated in bins of momentum and cos θ. Averaged systematic
uncertainties for electron or positron and kaon identifica-
tion are obtained by weighting the difference with the
events in each bin of momentum and cos θ from the
signal MC sample and determined to be 0.4% per electron
or positron and 0.8% per kaon. Adding these values
linearly, the PID systematic uncertainty is determined to
be 2.4%.
The systematic uncertainty of the 4C kinematic fit is
studied using a control sample of ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ
with J=ψ → ϕπþπ−, ϕ → KþK−. The efficiency difference
between data and MC simulation with the χ24C < 40
requirement is 3.3%, which is assigned as the systematic
uncertainty.
The uncertainty from the signal regions of MKþK− and
Mrecπþπ− , due to their resolution difference between data and
MC simulation, is studied by means of the control sample
ψð3686Þ→ πþπ−J=ψ , J=ψ → ϕπþπ−, ϕ → KþK−. The
efficiency differences in the MKþK− and Mrecπþπ− signal
regions between data and MC simulation are 0.2% and
1.8%, respectively. Adding them in quadrature yields 1.8%,
which is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The uncertainty on the background estimation is studied
by an alternative estimation of the scale factor (0.74),
estimated using the inclusive MC sample instead of data.
The difference between the resulting upper limits is taken
as the systematic uncertainty, which is 1.5%.
The uncertainty of the detection efficiency attributed to
the limited size of the MC sample, 0.4%, is taken as the
systematic uncertainty from MC statistics.
To estimate the uncertainty from the model used to
simulate the J=ψ → ϕeþe− decay, we generated a MC
sample based on the phase-space assumption. The differ-
ence between the efficiencies determined from the MC
sample described in Sec. II and the phase space MC sample
is 10.7%. We take half of the difference (5.4%) as the
systematic uncertainty from MC modeling.
In the determination of the upper limit on the branching
fraction of the process of interest, we have accounted
for the branching fractions of ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ and
ϕ → KþK− by taking the values given by the PDG [8].
The uncertainties of these cited values are taken as a
source of systematic uncertainty, which are 0.9% and 1.0%,
respectively.
The total systematic uncertainty Δsys is calculated by
adding the uncertainties from all sources in quadrature.
VI. RESULT
Since no candidate events are observed in the signal
region and 1.6 1.1 background events are estimated, the
upper limit on the number of ψð3686Þ→ πþπ−J=ψ events
with J=ψ → ϕeþe− is set to be 1.31 at the 90% confidence
level (C.L.) using the Feldman-Cousins [17] method with
the assumption of a Poisson process.
After taking into account the systematic uncertainty [18],
the upper limit of the branching fraction of J=ψ → ϕeþe−
is calculated with
BðJ=ψ → ϕeþe−Þ < N
up × ð1þ Nup × Δ2sys=2Þ
Ntotψð3686Þ × ϵ ×
Q
Bi
; ð2Þ
TABLE I. Summary of relative systematic uncertainties (in
percent).
Sources Uncertainty
Ntotψð3686Þ 0.7
Tracking 6.0
PID 2.3
Kinematic fit 3.3
Signal region 1.8
Background estimation 1.5
MC statistics 0.4
MC modeling 5.4
Bðψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψÞ 0.9
Bðϕ → KþK−Þ 1.0
Total 9.5
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where Ntotψð3686Þ is the number of ψð3686Þ events,
Q
Bi
represents the branching fraction product Bðψð3686Þ →
πþπ−J=ψÞ × Bðϕ → KþK−Þ and ϵ is the detection effi-
ciency, which is ð14.31 0.05Þ% determined by MC
simulations as described in Sec. II. Table II summarizes
the various values that were used as input to Eq. (2). We
find an upper limit on the branching fraction of the J=ψ →
ϕeþe− process at the 90% C.L. of
BðJ=ψ → ϕeþe−Þ < 1.2 × 10−7:
VII. SUMMARY
Using the 448.1 × 106 ψð3686Þ events collected with the
BESIII detector, we report a search for the rare decay
J=ψ → ϕeþe− via ψð3686Þ → πþπ−J=ψ . No signal events
are observed and the upper limit of the branching fraction
for this decay is calculated to be BðJ=ψ → ϕeþe−Þ <
1.2 × 10−7 by the Feldman-Cousins method at the
90% C.L. The upper limit is one order of magnitude
higher than the prediction in Ref. [1], which is calculated
within the SM. Our result set a constraint on the contri-
bution from possible new particles involved in mixed
diagram, e.g. Fig. 1(b), which will not be too large.
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